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Electrical Engineering Reference Manual is the most comprehensive reference available for the electrical and computer engineering PE exam.
345 Solved Seismic Design Problems is for your customers who want extra practice for the tough seismic section of the California civil PE exam. Every exam subject is represented, and the problems are written in the same format and with the same level of difficulty as the actual test. Detailed solutions are provided. This book also is a useful source of information for architects preparing for the Architect Registration Exam (ARE). This edition references the 1994 Uniform Building Code, the version currently tested on the exam.
Essential preparation for the Structural PE exam's breadth and depth problems.
This book explains every aspect of what an engineering expert witness is and does, who can qualify, how to find clients, how to charge for services, and much more. Extensive information is provided on conducting investigations, court procedure, and preparing and delivering convincing testimony.
Electrical Engineering Reference Manual for the Electrical and Computer PE Exam
1001 Solved Surveying Fundamentals Problems
Solutions Manual for the Chemical Engineering Reference Manual, Fifth Edition
Electrical Engineering Sample Examination
For the PE Exam
The Chemical Engineering Reference Manual provides a detailed review for engineers studying for the chemical PE exam, preparing them for what they will find on test day. It includes more than 160 solved example problems, 164 practice problems, and test-taking strategy. The chemical PE exam is an eight-hour, open-book test, consisting of 80 multiple-choice problems. It is administered every April and October. The Chemical Engineering Reference Manual
is the primary text examinees need both to prepare for and to use during the exam. It reviews current exam topics and uses practice problems to emphasize key concepts. Supplementary products include the Solutions Manual for the practice problems and the Practice PE Exams.
Engineering Law explains in layperson's language what an engineer needs to know to practice within the law. A good general reference as well as a valuable study aid for the law and ethics question most states include on PE exams, this book includes more than 120 case studies and practice problems with solutions included.
Used in exam review courses across the country, the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual is the preferred review guide for the mechanical engineering PE exam. This book addresses all subjects on the exam with clear, concise explanations, augmented by tables, figures, formulas, and a detailed index. Hundreds of sample problems are included for practice, and fully explained solutions are found in the separate Solutions Manual.
Working typical problems offers invaluable practice for the civil engineering PE exam. Problems in 101 Solved Civil Engineering Problems written in realistic exam format to familiarize the examinee with the variety and difficulty of questions on the exam. All exam subjects are represented, and solutions are included.This new edition of 101 Solved Civil Engineering Problems has been updated to reflect the 1994 UBC (the version of the code currently
tested on the exam.)
How to Become a Professional Engineer
Engineering Economic Analysis
Chemical Engineering Practice Exam Set
101 Solved Civil Engineering Problems
345 Solved Seismic Design Problems

The Solutions Manual contains fully worked-out solutions to the practice problems in the Civil Engineering Reference Manual.
This professional reference provides mathematical models and formulas you need to make investment decisions and manage cash flow. It is an excellent resource for understanding economic issues that appear frequently in FE and PE exam problems. Topics Covered The Meaning of Present Worth Income Tax Considerations Simple and Compound Interest Accounting Cost and Expense Terms Extracting the Rate of Return Ranking Mutually Exclusive Projects Consumer Loans Capitalization Costs versus Expenses Forecasting Depreciation Methods _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their
engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED , interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
The Solutions Manual contains fully worked-out solutions to the practice problems in the Land Surveyor Reference Manual.
There's nothing like experience in solving problems to improve performance on the chemical engineering PE exam. The Chemical Engineering Practice Exam Set consists of six eight-hour representative examinations, each with 20 problems -- enough to offer plenty of problem-solving practice. All solutions are provided. This edition incorporates numerous corrections to the text and equations. Problems are typeset and solutions are neatly handwritten.
Evolutionary Algorithms for Solving Multi-Objective Problems
Engineering Your Job Search
Solutions Manual for the Land Surveyor Reference Manual
EIT Review Manual
Solutions Manual for the Electrical Engineering Reference Manual

A concise, thorough guide for those who want to earn their Professional Engineer (PE) license. Topics include: benefits of the PE license; who needs to register; how to qualify for the exam; how to document engineering experience; what the exams are like; test-taking tips and strategy.
Many engineering professionals face tightening employment opportunities, industry layoffs, and uncertain job futures. This book offers a no-nonsense, practical approach to finding a new job. Developed specifically for engineers, Engineering Your Job Search covers the most current techniques and brings sensible advice to all aspects of the job-hunting process -- from networking and company research to interviewing and salary negotiation.
Structural Engineering Solved Problems contains 100 practice problems designed to help you recognize critical concepts and apply your knowledge of structural engineering topics. Practice problems are organized by level of difficulty within each chapter. Use the qualitative short-answer practice problems that begin each chapter to assess your comprehension of fundamental structural engineering concepts. Then, solve the increasingly complex design
and analysis problems to challenge your skill in identifying and applying related codes and equations. After solving each practice problem, you can refer to the corresponding solution. Each explanation demonstrates the steps needed to reach the correct solution. Alternative solution methods are presented where appropriate. Relevant codes and standards are referenced so you can easily see where to find the required information. Since the Structural
Engineering (SE) exam and the Civil PE exam's structural depth section require a thorough understanding of relevant codes, Structural Engineering Solved Problems is based on the following: · AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design (2010) · ACI 318 (2008) · ACI 530/530.1 (TMS 402/602) (2008) · AISC 13th edition (2005) · ASCE 7 (2005) · IBC (2009) · NDS (2005) · PCI (2004)
Calculus Refresher for the FE Exam was written in response to the requests of countless FE candidates. Many engineers report having more difficulty with problems involving calculus than with anything else on the FE exam. Almost everyone can benefit from a concise review of the subject! The author provides background theory, clear explanatory text, relevant examples, and FE-style practice problems (with solutions).
Solutions Manual for the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual
Calculus Refresher for the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam
Intellectual Property Protection
Engineer-in-training Sample Examinations
Sample Examination
Professor Yarbrough has designed his Electrical Engineering Reference Manual to be a single reference for the broad field of electrical engineering, giving electrical engineering PE applicants the best exam review possible. Using tables, figures, and problem-solving techniques, this manual thoroughly covers every exam subject, including operational amplifier circuits and systems of units. It contains more than 400 practice problems, and
fully worked-out solutions are found in the separate Solutions Manual.
As the most comprehensive reference and study guide available for engineers preparing for the breadth-and-depth mechanical PE examination, the twelfth edition of the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual provides a concentrated review of the exam topics. Thousands of important equations and methods are shown and explained throughout the Reference Manual, plus hundreds of examples with detailed solutions demonstrate how
to use these equations to correctly solve problems on the mechanical PE exam. Dozens of key charts, tables, and graphs, including updated steam tables and two new charts of LMTD heat exchanger correction factors, make it possible to work most exam problems using the Reference Manual alone. A complete, easy-to-use index saves you valuable time during the exam as it helps you quickly locate important information needed to solve
problems. _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
**October 25, 2019 is the Last Open-Book PE Mechanical Exam** Get your PE Mechanical Study Schedule and PE Mechanical Reference Manual index at ppi2pass.com/downloads. These 101 problems, in essay format, are substantially more challenging than those you'll find on the PE exam - offering a great way to hone your solving skills. Here's what one of our customers writes: "Don't let the (multiple-choice) exam format dictate how you
prepare. Working longer, more detailed problems is always good, because this allows for more thorough comprehension. Then, when you get a less complex problem on the exam, with some process-simplifying 'givens, ' you'll know exactly where they fit into the overall problem." Problems are grouped by topic to facilitate your review. Complete step-by-step solutions are provided.
246 Solved Structural Engineering ProblemsProfessional Publications Incorporated
American Book Publishing Record
Timber Design for the Civil Professional Engineering Examination
Solutions Manual for the Civil Engineering Reference Manual, Sixth Edition
Fundamentals of Surveying
Comprehensive Practice for the Structural Engineering (SE) and Civil PE Exams

This Solutions Manual contains answers to the practice problems in the E-I-T Reference Manual, presented in English units.
Nothing builds your confidence for an exam like solving problems. 246 Solved Structural Engineering Problems will help you prepare for the NCEES Structural I and II exams, the California state structural exam, and the structural module of the civil PE exam. In each chapter, problems are arranged in order of increasing complexity, offering practice levels appropriate for each of these tests. Exam topics covered are Structural Analysis Structural Concrete Structural Steel Timber Seismic Analysis Foundation Design Masonry In
the structural steel chapter, problems may be solved with either the AISC ASD or LRFD method, whichever you're comfortable with. (The NCEES exams permit either method; the California exam requires use of both methods.) Solutions show all essential steps.
- Step-by-step solutions to all the practice problems in the Reference Manual
This concise resource is invaluable for any engineer planning to enter the consulting field. Beginning with a careful analysis of the traits that make a successful consultant, Getting Started provides step-by-step instructions, from finding start-up capital to negotiating contracts, hiring employees, and getting insurance.Topics include: -- Start-up capital -- Benefits of incorporation -- Required licenses and insurance -- Successful marketing techniques -- Hiring your first employee -- Setting fees and negotiating contracts -- Ethics and
liability -- Advantages of keeping your current job and consulting on the side
A Guide for Engineers
Recent Library Additions
Getting Started as a Consulting Engineer
Civil Engineering Reference Manual
Sold separately, the Solutions Manual contains illustrated solutions to the practice problems in the Electrical Engineering Reference Manual.
With more than 4,500 conversions, this book is the most complete reference of its kind -- and a great timesaver. Comprehensive coverage of conversions in English and SI (metric) units in the fields of civil, mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineering make this an essential reference for every engineer's bookshelf.
The ideal refresher for those still in school or recently graduated, or for those who have limited time to study, this guide covers all the general FE/EIT exam subjects. Each chapter provides a definition of terms and a concise discussion of concepts. In addition, there are 900+ practice problems and a complete eight-hour practice exam. Solutions to both the practice problems and the practice exam are included.
"Based on: 246 solved structural engineering problems." -- T.p. verso.
A Design Professional's Introduction
Chemical Engineering Reference Manual
The Expert Witness Handbook
Fire and Explosion Protection Systems
Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual for the PE Exam

Surveyors agree that taking a sample examination is the best way to learn where to focus additional study time. Fundamentals of Surveying Sample Examination simulates the actual exam in every aspect, from the format and level of difficulty to the time limit and number of problems. The most realistic practice for the FS exam Two 4-hour sessions, each containing 85 multiple-choice problems Step-by-step solutions help
you check your solving methods Mentally prepares you for the pressure of working under timed conditions Helps you identify topics that require extra review
This manual fully prepares applicants for the civil PE exam--by far the most popular of the PE disciplines. Every exam subject is thoroughly covered, with illustrations and practice problems to heighten the reader's understanding. Also included are test-taking strategies and exam information., indexed.
Engineer-In-Training Sample Examinations provides two complete eight-hour practice exams to build test-taking skills and confidence. Solutions are provided.
A collection of solved surveying fundamentals problems, this book is similar in format and difficulty to those on the FLS/LSIT exam. Chapters are organized by exam subject, and problems are organized in order of increasing complexity. Each problem is immediately followed by its solution, showing all steps necessary to arrive at the correct answer.
PPI 101 Solved Mechanical Engineering Problems – A Comprehensive Reference Manual that Includes 101 Practice Problems for the NCEES Mechanical Engineering Exam
Six-minute Solutions for Structural I PE Exam Problems
Electrical Engineering Reference Manual
English Units
Structural Engineering Solved Problems
Fire and Explosion Protection Systems will quickly bring you up to speed on the codes, standards, and procedures relevant to fire protection systems. It covers what you need to know, including nomenclature, formulas, and excerpts from National Fire Protection Association publications. Ten practice problems with solutions are provided. _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying,
architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
Intellectual Property Protection explains the functions of copyrights, patents, and trademarks, and shows how to protect writings, plans and designs, inventions, software, proposals, and trade secrets. Topics include employment and lawsuits; and appendices include a glossary of terms, addresses for the Copyright and Patent and Trademark Offices, and sample employment and nondisclosure agreements.
Researchers and practitioners alike are increasingly turning to search, op timization, and machine-learning procedures based on natural selection and natural genetics to solve problems across the spectrum of human endeavor. These genetic algorithms and techniques of evolutionary computation are solv ing problems and inventing new hardware and software that rival human designs. The Kluwer Series on Genetic Algorithms and Evolutionary Computation pub
lishes research monographs, edited collections, and graduate-level texts in this rapidly growing field. Primary areas of coverage include the theory, implemen tation, and application of genetic algorithms (GAs), evolution strategies (ESs), evolutionary programming (EP), learning classifier systems (LCSs) and other variants of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC). The series also pub lishes texts in related fields such as artificial life,
adaptive behavior, artificial immune systems, agent-based systems, neural computing, fuzzy systems, and quantum computing as long as GEC techniques are part of or inspiration for the system being described. This encyclopedic volume on the use of the algorithms of genetic and evolu tionary computation for the solution of multi-objective problems is a landmark addition to the literature that comes just in the nick of time. Multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs) are receiving increasing and unprecedented attention. Researchers and practitioners are finding an irresistible match be tween the popUlation available in most genetic and evolutionary algorithms and the need in multi-objective problems to approximate the Pareto trade-off curve or surface.
Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual
246 Solved Structural Engineering Problems
An Introduction
An Introduction for Engineers
A Job-finding Resource for Engineering Professionals
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